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Chinese authorities on Wednesday
promised to keep the world's No. 1

carbon dioxide polluter on its feet and
meet its emission targets in spite of
global economic crises and a power

outage that all but gutted its coal-fired
power grid. Emission controls

implemented since 2007 have already
held China's annual average emissions

constant and lowered the nation's
annual growth rate to about 6% from
10% before those controls, China's
State Council said in a statement. It
didn't elaborate. The growth rate has
fallen below growth rates in North

America and Europe, but the report
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acknowledged that China was not
fully addressing the climate impact of

its growth. About 80% of Chinese
emissions come from burning coal.

The government is giving priority to a
renewable energy and efficiency

push, but governments and businesses
have balked at the high-cost

alternatives available now. "Along
with the economic crisis and

environmental protection problems,
problems have emerged and will not
be solved easily," the statement said.

Yet there is no sign that China is
willing to give up its leadership in

energy, the statement said. The
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nation's energy intensity -- the amount
of energy consumed per unit of gross
domestic product -- peaked at 6,700

kilocalories per gross domestic
product in 2005 and has declined by
about 20% since then, the statement

said. It said China's non-carbon
energy intensity will keep going down

by about 2% a year. China's energy
intensity is lower than that of many
economies around the world, but the

government wants to improve
efficiency standards nationwide in

areas such as automobiles and
refrigerators, the statement said. As
part of its target to reduce emissions
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by 40% to 45% by 2020, China plans
to speed up construction of renewable

energy and energy-saving facilities.
The government also will spend 5.4
trillion yuan ($806 billion) to build
"energy-saving vehicles" by 2020,

give priority to some highly polluting
industries, and expand some of its

power generation, the statement said.
Beijing has been under intense global

pressure to cut emissions of the
greenhouse gas
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